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You are receiving this email because you previously signed up for news and updates from me,
Judy A. Mikovits PhD, either on my Plaguethebook.com or Therealdrjudy.com website.

Inner Beauty Starts With Healthy Cells! Join
me in my upcoming webinar with Cardio
Miracle: Autophagy and The Mystery of the
Physician Within with Dr. Judy

MAY 24th @ 6PM MT / 8PM ET

Register for Webinar

Hi Everyone,
I am back in the Panhandle area of Florida this
week at the Healthcare Freedom Rally healing
hearts and bodies to the best of my abilities with
solutions that work.
In my 30+ years of experience in natural products
chemistry, I have found that God's foods have always
been the most successful way of supporting your
fearfully and wonderfully made body to heal itself.
Your innate immunity is what has been encoded into
your chromosomes - you need to protect these
precious chromosomes ﬁrst and foremost. I am
here to help you with that. Find all the solutions I
teach about on my website in one spot under
Recommended Products.
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Next up for me is a trip to visit my Texan friends. On Saturday, May 21st, I will be in Houston to continue on
the Crimes against Humanity Tour.

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY TOUR USA
Next Stop HOUSTON, May 21st
Apply Coupon Code: CAHTHDC and receive 15% oﬀ all listed ticket prices!

This isn’t a warm and fuzzy presentation. This is
about changing what’s been going on and holding
people accountable NOW!!!

Video From the Chicago CAHT

There is more and more EVIDENCE that crimes
against humanity ARE being committed … please
join me and my colleagues at one of the stops on
our Crimes Against Humanity Tour.
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With the newest scandal at the FDA issuing an EUA for the poison
booster shots for children ages 5-11, we have yet again, new
emerging evidence of corruption and crimes against humanity that
need to be addressed. Read what the Children's Health Defense wrote
exclusively about it.
We are now called to be bolder and stronger than ever before to demand justice in order to end this plague
of corruption once and for all.
Go to Dr. David Martin's website at prosecutenow.com and take action! Time is of the essence!
I am closing today with a quote from my dear friend and colleague Dr. David Martin:
"It's time we demand our elected state oﬃcials appoint special prosecutors to investigate criminal behavior
by our elected and appointed oﬃcials." -Dr. David Martin/Prosecute Now
All the best of health,
Judy A. Mikovits, PhD
CEO, Dr. J Solution
Prosecute Now was established to prosecute the
individuals and organizations who forced the
implementation of their experiments-in-a-syringe
upon the world, to obtain justice, and to achieve
monetary relief for the millions who have been
injured or died at their hands.
Select one or multiple demand letters to send to
your state representatives.

On May 11, 2022, the World’s Leading Physicians
and Scientists held the Global Covid Summit
comprising over 17,000 physicians and scientists
highlighting the Summit’s declaration to “Restore
Scientiﬁc Integrity."

Thousands have died from Covid as a result of being
denied life-saving early treatment. The Declaration is
a battle cry from physicians who are ﬁghting daily
for the right to treat their patients, and the right of
patients to receive those treatments -without fear of
interference, retribution or censorshipbygovernment,
pharmacies, pharmaceutical corporations, and big
tech.
We demand that these groups step aside and
honor the sanctity and integrity of the patientphysician relationship, the fundamental maxim
"First Do No Harm", and the freedom of patients
and physicians to make informed medical
decisions.
Sign Physicians Declaration

Watch Global Covid Summit Press Conference
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Always a pleasure to see Nicole Sirotek, RN & founder of American Frontline Nurses.
American Frontline Nurses are your advocates
to assure you receive appropriate treatment if you or a loved one must be
hospitalized.

COVID CON & BEYOND! May 14, 2022
L-R: Julia McCabe, RN, Dr. Judy & Nicole Sirotek, RN, the original New York nurse whistleblower

I am endorsing Reinette Senum for Governor
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I want to remind my California friends to vote in the June 7th primaries. We need all hands-on deck
to remove corrupt Gavin Newsome from his position and to stop his abuse of power. To restore our
constitutional rights and God-given freedoms we need a candidate who upholds both the US
constitution and our California Constitution and protects medical freedom above all. Let’s ensure that
what happened in 2021 - 2022 will never happen again and that the people who committed these
crimes against humanity like Newsome, Fauci, Biden etc. will be held accountable and prosecuted
to the full extent of the law. Reinette Senum is the one candidate I endorse and support. See her
proﬁle and join me in the ﬁght for freedom for California. -Dr. Judy

The government’s business ends at our skin. The government should never restrict, coerce, or
mandate a medical intervention or treatment. Californians have the right to be informed of all
treatment options … the patient and doctor/medical practitioner relationship is sacred and must be
respected.
In the face of the crimes against humanity that have been committed by Governor Newsome and any
and all of the government and health oﬃcials, in charge, we need to ask the question: What did you
know and by when? -Reinette Senum

Top Products to Stock Up On
One Time Only 10% Discount on All Products! Use
Code "First10" at Checkout

ProLean Greens

Cardio Miracle

Immune
Formulation 200

Paximune
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May these bundles be a blessing to you and provide the answers and solutions you asked for to
counteract the damage that has been done against so many. -Dr. Judy

Shop The Real Dr. Judy Store

Shop Books

RESOURCES & RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATIONS
Due to being on tour, it is diﬃcult to answer all of my emails in a timely manner. My team has posted a
wealth of news and information of my past presentations at The Real Dr. Judy and Plague The Book. There
are many others who are knowledgeable as well and I encourage you to contact any of these highly
recommended organizations for the help you may need: FreedomMed, The HighWire, America’s Frontline
Doctors, Take Care Telemedicine, and Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance.
MY REAL PERSONAL WEBSITES
There are still several web and social media sites using my name and image to sell my books and
purporting my endorsement of supplements. I DO NOT support most of the information shared using my
name. These sites are fake and they are proﬁting oﬀ of decades of my scientiﬁc research. Please follow
these instructions to help me eliminate these unoﬃcial endorsements and fake use of my God given
purpose as a scientist and educator.
Thank you all so very much for your support!
Bookmark my OFFICIAL websites to get the REAL truth:
The Real Dr. Judy
Plague The Book
I hope to see you soon at one of my many speaking engagements.
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NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!

EVEN MORE … Dr Judy
Public Appearances
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Dr. Judy at ReAwaken America Tour Rochester, NY
August 12, 2022
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PLEASE NOTE: I am not a Medical Doctor. I do not diagnose or treat disease. I earned my PhD in
Biochemistry and Molecular Chemistry. My expertise is drug development. This content is for
educational purposes only.
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